
Planning new adventures as a new year approaches 
is always a thrill, but finding the best places to visit 
in 2022 is unique. After two years of border closures, 
cruise cancellations, and travel restrictions galore, 
2022 is the year we hope to get back out there, 
uninhibited (albeit vaccinated and COVID tested), 
return to our favorite destinations, and cross new 
ones off our lists.

Though the hospitality industry was hit hard by the 
pandemic, many properties used the forced down-
time to renovate rooms, add new amenities, and 
expand outdoor spaces to offer even more once 
guests return. 2022 is when many travelers will 
venture further from home, and even overseas, for 
the first time since the start of the pandemic, finally 
reaping the benefits of these valiant efforts.

Although COVID variants remain, regulations are 
still evolving, and precautions must still be taken, 
many of the destinations we chose for 2022 of-
fer what we believe travelers are looking for in a 
post-pandemic world, from hotels with private ac-
commodations to destinations teeming with fresh-
air activities. Others, like Las Vegas, are for those 

who are ready and raring to make up for all the so-
cial time they missed — with a few splashy headlin-
ers, including Adele and the Raiders, thrown in for 
good measure. 

As cruising makes its comeback, we included un-
forgettable places to see by water, from Antarctica 
to the Nile, and as hard-hit destinations like Italy 
and Asia recover, we found the buzziest reasons 
to return. Of course we didn’t forget about all the 
stateside gems we got to know while domestic 
travel was surging, from Alaska and California to 
Florida and Michigan.

Our 2022 list, organized alphabetically, doesn’t hold 
back, with aspirational trips as far away as India, 
Mozambique, Qatar, and even space — but we’re 
also including hometown favorites, like Walt Dis-
ney World and its new Star Wars hotel; the wellness 
retreats of beautiful Sedona; and the simple plea-
sures of small-town, farm-to-table living in Frank-
lin, Tennessee. Because no matter what type of trip 
you’ve been dreaming of, we want to help you turn 
2022 into the year you get back out there and make 
it a reality.
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Stretching from the heart of the Apennines to 

the Adriatic Sea on the peninsula’s southeastern 

side, Abruzzo, Italy has long been one of the 

country’s most overlooked destinations despite 

its unspoiled villages, picturesque Trabocchi 

Coast, and stunning natural escapes. Over the 

past few years, however, it has gone from a sleepy 

underdog to an ambitious harbinger of slow 

travel, sustainable gastronomy, and conscious 

hospitality. Villa Corallo, a 19th-century mansion 

near Civitella del Tronto was transformed into a 

five-star hotel in 2019. Dimore Montane, an eco-

lodge opened in 2020 in Majella National Park, 

marries glamping with environmentally-friendly 

facilities with a zero waste policy. Meanwhile, 

restaurants like Bottega Culinaria in San Vito 

Chietino and Materia Prima in Castel di Sangro are 

redefining the region as one of Italy’s most exciting 

food hotspots for their innovative and sustainable 

takes on local produce and traditional dishes (in 

case Niko Romito’s three-Michelin-starred Reale 

wasn’t enough). And completing construction this 

Spring is Via Verde dei Trabocchi: a cycling and 

pedestrian path along the Adriatic sea that’s being 

built on a disused railway route.
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